
GRETCHLING ARTS OF WAR 
A GLOG by CyberChronometer, featuring crunchy tactical combat, and intended for a setting blending 
Ghibli-inspired romantic fantasy with Hong Kong wuxia/action films. 

CHARACTER CREATION 
STATS 
Martial artists have three stats: Guts, Guile, and Glory. Guts represents raw physical resilience; a martial 
artist’s maximum hit points are equal to 10 plus twice their Guts. Guile represents speed, finesse, and 
cunning; any attack that doesn’t use a technique is based on Guile. Glory represents intuition, 
determination, and mental strength; the number of times your martial artist can Recover between rests is 
equal to 6 plus their Glory. 

When creating a martial artist, assign 3, 2, and 0 to their stats, either randomly or at your discretion. 

MARTIAL STYLE 
The next step in creating a martial artist is to create their martial arts style. Their highest stat becomes the 
[power] stat of the style; all attacks using the style’s techniques are based on its [power] stat. Their second-
highest stat becomes the [support] stat of the style; some of the style’s techniques will also have effects 
determined by its [support] stat. Furthermore, choose any of the three stats to be the style’s Guarded Stat; 
the martial artist gets +2 when defending with that stat. Then choose one for the style’s basic attack: 
•It deals 1d8 + Guile damage. 
•It deals 1d6 + Guile damage, and both it and the style’s techniques can be used at up to 25’ range. 
•It deals 1d6 + Guile damage, and the style has a second Guarded Stat. 
•It deals 1d4 + Guile damage, and all the martial artist’s attacks get +2 to hit. 

Each style also grants one of the following benefits, determined by its [power] stat. 
•If the style’s [power] stat is Guts, as a minor action on your turn you can mark one enemy within 15’ of 

you or each enemy within 5’; marked enemies take -2 to hit everyone but you until the end of your next 
turn. 

•If the style’s [power] stat is Guile, as a minor action on your turn you can challenge the nearest enemy to 
you. Once per round, when you deal damage to the most recent enemy you challenged, you deal 
[support] extra damage. 

•If the style’s [power] stat is Glory, as a minor action on your turn you or an ally within 5 squares can 
Recover and gain [support] extra hit points; you can do this up to twice between short rests. 

Each style also has two starting techniques. (It has other techniques, too, but you don’t need to define them 
during character creation; you’ll design them when your character advances.) These techniques add 
[power] to attacks, and use the same damage die as the style’s basic attack but add [power] to damage 
instead of Guile. Choose one of the following base effects from the list below. Additionally, choose two 
augments, either those associated with the technique or from the universal list (see further below); if you 
invest Martial Dice as you use the technique, both augments apply. Also, choose which stat must be used to 
defend against the technique. Finally, define each technique’s name and aesthetics. 
•If you hit, the target takes a -2 penalty to all defenses until the end of your next turn.  

(Augment: The penalty increases to 1+[sum].) 



•If you hit, the target takes a -2 penalty to attacks until the end of your next turn.  
(Augment: The penalty increases to 1+[sum].) 

•If you hit, an ally within 5 squares of you gains [support] temporary hit points.  
(Augment: The ally can Recover instead of gaining the temporary hit points.) 

•If you hit, you or an ally within 5 squares of you can save against a condition, with a 50% chance to end 
that condition.  
(Augment: You and each ally within 5 squares of you can save against a condition.) 

•If you hit, an ally within 5 squares of you gains +1 to all defenses until the end of your next turn.  
(Augment: The bonus increases to 1+[dice].) 

•If you hit, the target takes a -5 penalty to attacks of opportunity until the end of your next turn.  
(Augment: The target can’t make attacks of opportunity until the end of your next turn.) 

•If you hit, you push the target 5’ away from you. 
(Augment: You also knock the target prone and push each other adjacent enemy 5’ away from you.)  
(Augment: The target can’t move closer to you during its next turn.) 

•If you hit, you pull the target 5’ closer to you. 
(Augment: You pull the target 5’+[sum]x5’ closer to you.) 

•If you hit, one ally adjacent to your or the target gets +2 to attack rolls against them until the start of your 
next turn. 
(Augment: Instead if they miss the target with an attack, they can reroll it once. Counts as two 
augments.) 

•If you hit, you are no longer marked or slowed, and can’t be marked or slowed until the end of your next 
turn. 
(Augment: Marked, slowed, or immobilized.) 

•If you hit, you shift to a square adjacent to both you and the target.  
(Augment: You teleport to a square adjacent to the target.) 

•If you hit, you mark the target; it takes -2 to hit everyone but you until the end of your next turn.  
(Augment: It takes -2 to hit you and -4 to hit everyone else.) 

•If you hit, the target is slowed until the end of your next turn. Slowed targets can’t move more than 10’.  
(Augment: The target is immobilized until the end of your next turn.) 

•If you hit, you become invisible to the target until the start of your next turn. 
•If you hit, until the end of your next turn, the target takes a penalty to attack rolls equal to the number of 

your allies adjacent to it. 
•If you hit, every time the target deals damage before your next turn, it takes [support] damage. 
•Whether you hit or miss, you take [support] less damage from attacks until the end of your next turn.  

(Augment: The damage resistance increases to [sum]+[support].) 
•The technique uses a damage die one step larger, and it can be used (without augmentation) when you 

could use a basic attack. 
•Instead of making an attack, one of your allies can make a basic attack; if you augment this technique any 

augments apply to their attack. 
•The technique targets each creature within 5’ of any location in range, and you can slide each creature it 

hits 5’. 
•You can make the attack once each against up to two different creatures.  

(Augment: Against up to three different creatures.) 
•You can make the attack twice, against the same creature or two different ones, but it doesn’t add [power] 

to damage. 



You can also choose the following universal augments for any technique: 
•The technique deals [sum] extra damage. 
•The technique gets +[highest] to hit. 
•If you hit, the target also takes -[dice] to attacks and defenses until the end of your next turn. 
•Whether you hit or miss, the target deals [sum] less damage with attacks until the end of your next turn. 
•The technique doesn’t harm allies. 
•The technique targets each creature within [dice]x5’ of you. 
•The technique targets each creature within [dice]x5’ of any location in range. 
•The technique targets each creature within [dice]x15’ in one direction (counts as two). 
•If you hit, the target is blinded until the end of your next turn (counts as two). 
•If you hit, the target is dazed until the end of your next turn; it can move, take an action, or take a minor 

action instead of doing all three (counts as two). 
•If you hit, the target makes a basic attack against another target of your choice (counts as two). 
•You can use the technique as a minor action, but only once each turn (counts as two). 

SKILLS 
Invent, select, or roll two skills (on d6 x d6 each). 

1—Infiltration | Acrobatics | Destroying Evidence | Piloting | Impersonation | Banditry 
2—Drinking | Cooking | Fireworks | Dancing | Decoration | Brewing 
3—Investigation | Philosophy | Calligraphy | Bureaucracy | History | Literature 
4—Bestiary | Ritual | Alchemy | Spiritcraft | Astronomy | Curses 
5—Savoir-Faire | Romance | Sect Politics | Clerk Slang | Mediation | Mercantilism 
6—Haberdashery | Painting | Cleaning | Lumberwork | Metallurgy | Fishing 

COMBAT 
Combat is a physical means of resolving disputes; it is violent, but it is not deadly nor particularly 
dangerous. Each martial artist’s hit points represent mostly stamina and will to fight; successful, damaging 
attacks wear the opponent down, but generally do not cause substantial harm. A martial artist reduced or 
below 0 hit points has lost the fight, but is still only minimally injured if at all; nothing they can’t walk off. 
Although combats are not matters of life and death, they can still be high-stakes. Combats are begun by 
irreconcilable differences; when two martial artists or groups thereof each want conflicting things from each 
other, and no compromise can be reached, the matter falls to a duel. Implicitly or explicitly, both sides 
agree to yield the issue under contention if they are defeated. (If the stakes still seem highly uneven, often 
the duelists will agree to additional concessions if the side with little to gain wins.) 

These rules—eschewing deadly or even permanently-injuring attacks, accepting the results of a fight win or 
lose—are the foundations of martial arts society. Characters that flaunt them will quickly become social 
outcasts, or (especially in the case of a killer) even find that society setting aside their usual differences to 
hunt them down. (Indeed, finding and stopping a killer martial artist can be the seed of an occasional 
adventure!) 



Combat is divided into abstracted rounds of action. At the start of combat, each player rolls 1d20 to 
determine the initiative order; characters act from highest to lowest initiative, taking an action, moving, and 
potentially taking a minor action on each of their turns. 

You can use your action to attack, with either a technique or a basic attack. To make an attack, roll 1d20 
and add your Guile (for a basic attack) or your [power] stat (for a technique attack). If the total is at least 
10 + your opponent’s relevant stat—Guile for a basic attack, or whatever the technique specifies—then the 
attack is a hit; roll damage, they lose that many hit points, any other effects of the technique you used 
happen. Before making an attack with a technique, you can invest up to two Martial Dice; roll them before 
rolling the d20 to hit, and you gain the benefits of all the technique’s augments. Any Martial Dice that roll 
4-6 are lost; any Martial Dice that roll 1-3 are retained for future use. 

When you attack an enemy and one of your allies is on the opposite side of that enemy, and you’re both 
adjacent to them, you get +2 to hit from flanking. 

You can also use your action to take a second wind; you can Recover and gain a +2 bonus to all defenses 
until your next turn. Once you do this, you have to take a short rest before you can do it again. 

You can replace your action with another move and/or your move with another minor action. 

You can move 30’ on each of your turns in combat, but if you move out of a space within 5’ of an enemy it 
provokes an attack of opportunity, which must be a basic attack. You can instead move 5’ without 
provoking attacks of opportunity. If you’re knocked prone, you can only move 5’ or use your movement to 
stand up. 

You can use your minor action either to use a feature of your style, or to interact with your equipment in 
some way. 

RESTING 
When you spend five minutes out of combat catching your breath, you can Recover as many times as you 
want, and you regain all your lost Martial Dice. You also regain the ability to use your second wind. When 
you rest for the night, you can also regain all your lost hit points, and you replenish your store of 
Recoveries. When you Recover, you regain 4 hit points. 

OTHER ACTIONS 
In general, broad competence on the part of the characters can be assumed. If a player proposes a 
sensible goal, offers a plausible means of achieving it, and their character isn’t lacking in needed resources 
or opposed in their actions, typically the DM should rule the attempt successful without the need for rolling 
dice. When parts of the above are lacking and success seems questionable, the DM can call for an ability 
check; the player rolls 1d20 + a relevant stat. A result of 10 or better generally suggests satisfactory 
performance, 15 or better impressive results, and 20 or better legendary effect. 

Character skills, naturally, can modify this. Tasks that the DM would ask an unskilled character to roll for, a 
skilled one can usually accomplish without a roll; and ones the DM wouldn’t let an unskilled character even 
attempt are usually within the reach of a lucky roll for a character with a relevant skill. (Sometimes, a skill 
should merely reduce the roll required from a 20 to a 10, as an ability check that needs a 20 to succeed is 
really just the DM not wanting to allow a roll at all but second-guessing themself.) 



PROGRESS CLOCKS 
When a task seems to require a substantial amount of progress to complete, but doesn’t neatly break down 
into subgoals, the DM can establish a progress clock for it. (For example, a sect being agitated against its 
founder; how much persuasion and trouble does it take before the group snaps and starts making demands 
of them?) Progress clocks can also be used to measure mounting danger as the player-characters fail, with a 
crisis occurring when the clock is completed. 

Progress clocks are simply a sequence of segments, marked off one or occasionally multiple at a time as the 
players solve or create problems; when the clock is fully marked, the major impending event occurs. 
Successful plans, relevant skill usages and/or ability checks, removing notable obstacles—each of these 
generally should mark one segment on a progress clock, with particularly brilliant plans, decisive action, 
highly effective approaches, and excessive expenditure of resources marking two or even three. 

The number of segments in a progress clock naturally depends on the scope of the task. A progress clock 
governing an entire adventure typically wants three segments per player in the party; one for a minor 
obstacle, perhaps even one to be interacted with as one part of a larger encounter, could be as small as 
three total segments. If you don’t have a specific reason to pick a different number, six is a nice typical 
value. Progress clocks for impending danger generally want to be on the small side, perhaps four segments; 
savvy players don’t fail often, so each failure needs to represent a substantial step towards crisis. 

When considering the consequences for failed actions, or the resources that need to be used to ensure 
success, consider loss of Recoveries as a representation of fatigue and stress. 

REACTION ROLLS 
The following tables, slightly modified from False Machine, may be useful for improvising DMs in setting the 
tone of an otherwise unplanned encounter, or defining an NPC’s reaction to to unexpected circumstances. 
(In the latter case, the first table should be used without the second; you already know what circumstance 
they’re having an emotional reaction to, it’s the one that stumped you enough to roll in the first place.) 

STATUS [1D12] 
1—Angry! 
2—Deceptive or Manipulative. 
3, 4—Upset or Sad. 
5, 6, 7—Busy or Distracted. 
8, 9, 10—Sociable or Curious. 
11—Impressed. 
12—Joyous! 

CAUSE [1D12] 
1—Environmental change. 
2, 3—Social or cultural change. 
4, 5—Changing close relationship. 
6, 7, 8—Actions of another group. 
9, 10—An object, Treasure or resource they have or want. 
11—A magical effect. 



12—The PCs. 

ADVANCEMENT 
When you accomplish a major goal, you level up. You gain 2 more hit points, and also learn another aspect 
of your martial style. 
•The first time you level up, you gain a special new technique—a limit break, which you can only use if less 

than half of your hit points remain. Once you use your limit break, you can’t use it again until you rest 
for the night. 

•The second time you level up, you learn a utility technique, which isn’t an attack but is some other special 
move your style allows. 

•The third time you level up, you learn a third standard technique of your martial style and gain a third 
Martial Die. 

•The fourth time you level up, you increase one of your stats by +1. You can’t increase the same stat twice 
in a row this way. Your Recoveries also restore +2 more hit points. 

•Repeat the previous four results indefinitely, except that instead of learning a fourth standard technique, 
you add an additional augment to a technique you already know. 

LIMIT BREAKS 
At 1st level, 5th level, and so on, characters learn a special type of technique from their style called a limit 
break. Limit breaks can only be used by a character with less than half of their hit points remaining (for 
example, a character with 12 maximum hit points could use a limit break if they had 5 or fewer current hit 
points). Additionally, once a limit break has been used, that limit break can’t be used again before resting 
for the night, but the character’s other limit breaks can still be used. 

There are three types of limit breaks: ultimate attacks, battle stances, and invocations. Many styles favor 
primarily or exclusively a single type, though some mix and match. 

ULTIMATE ATTACKS 
Ultimate attacks are very similar to standard techniques, with a few exceptions, as described below. 
•Instead of optionally consuming the character’s Martial Dice to augment an ultimate attack, it is 

automatically augmented and provides (two of) its own Martial Dice to do so. These Martial Dice are 
always lost after using the technique, regardless of their rolls. 

•Ultimate attacks that would inflict a condition for only one turn instead have an extended duration; each 
time the effect would end, it has a 50% chance of continuing for an additional turn instead. 

•Some exceptionally powerful enemies may have a special resistance to ultimate attacks, reducing the 
chance to 25%. 

•Any ultimate attack that doesn’t have a condition to extend instead adds a second copy of the style’s 
base damage die. 

•An ultimate attack that would miss instead hits but deals half as much damage, and any conditions it 
inflicts end normally instead of having a chance of persisting. 

•Your first ultimate attack has one base effect and three augments. Each subsequent ultimate attack you 
learn has one more augment than the last. 



BATTLE STANCES 
Battle stances are used as a minor action rather than a standard action. They provide a persistent boon to 
the user that lasts for the rest of combat, and often creates some sort of paradigm shift in the their approach 
to combat. If your stance modifies your attacks of opportunity in some way, it also allows you to use 
[power] instead of Guile to make those attacks while the stance is active. 

You can choose a major boon, such as one of the following, or perhaps a different boon designed in 
collaboration with the DM. 
•You ignore all hindering and harmful effects of terrain; perhaps you float slightly above the ground. 
•At the beginning or end of each of your turns, you can teleport 10’. 
•Pick a technique base effect. That effect applies to all of your attacks. 
•You are invisible during your own turn. 
•You take [support] less damage from all sources. 
•You treat any natural roll of 1 on a die as a roll of 6 instead. 
•You can convert your minor action to movement. 
•Your Martial Dice are only expended on a roll of 6. 

You can instead choose either one trigger condition and one or more effects, or one effect and one or more 
trigger conditions, worth a total of 5 points. (I understand that this is confusing and overly complicated, but 
I couldn’t figure out a way to make it not those things.) 
•Whenever you Recover… (1) 
•Now and whenever one of your allies uses their Limit Break… (1) 
•The first time you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points each turn… (1) 
•Whenever you move at least 20’ away from where you started your turn… (1) 
•When you hit an enemy you’ve marked with an attack of opportunity… (1) 
•Once per turn when an enemy enters your reach… (2) 
•Whenever an enemy starts its turn adjacent to you… (2) 
•When one of your allies hits an enemy adjacent to you… (2) 
•Whenever an enemy misses you with an attack… (2) 
•Whenever an enemy hits you with an attack… (2) 
•Once per turn when an enemy within your range moves closer to you… (2) 
•Whenever an enemy adjacent to you attacks one of your allies… (2) 
•Whenever you hit an enemy with an attack of opportunity… (2) 
•Whenever you miss an enemy with an attack… (2) 
•Whenever you hit an enemy you started your turn adjacent to… (2) 
•Whenever you hit an enemy you’ve marked or challenged… (2) 
•When you attack an enemy with impaired movement… (2) 
•Whenever you hit an enemy with an attack… (3) 
•When your turn ends… (3) 
•At the start of each of your turns… (3) 
•Whenever an enemy adjacent to you makes an attack… (3) 

•… each enemy adjacent to that enemy takes [support] damage. (1) 



•… you ignore the first [support] damage you’d take before the start of your next turn. (1) 
•… push each enemy within your reach 5’ away. (1) 
•… you can make a [power] attack against an enemy in your reach, knocking it prone instead of dealing 

damage if you hit. (1) 
•… you can mark each enemy within 10’ until the start of your next turn. (1) 
•… you regain [support] hit points. (2) 
•… each other enemy marked or challenged by you takes [support] damage. (2) 
•… you can trade places with that enemy without provoking attacks of opportunity. (2) 
•… one of your allies can move 5’ without provoking attacks of opportunity. (2) 
•… each of your allies gets +2 to hit that enemy until your next turn. (2) 
•… you can push that creature 5’ back and step into its place without provoking attacks of opportunity. (2) 
•… you can move 15’ without provoking attacks of opportunity. (2) 
•… move that enemy anywhere within your reach. (2) 
•… that enemy can only move 10’ on its current/next turn. (2) 
•… your next attack deals +5 damage if it hits. (3) 
•… you get +2 to all defenses until the start of your next turn. (3) 
•… you deal [support] damage to that enemy. (3) 
•… you deal damage equal to your style’s basic attack damage die to that enemy. (3) 
•… that enemy takes 5 damage at the start of each subsequent turn, with a 50% chance to end after each 

time the damage is dealt, much like an ultimate attack condition. (3) 
•… knock that enemy prone. (3) 
•… you get a +1 bonus to all future attack rolls this combat, stacking with itself. (3) 
•… you can make a basic attack against that enemy. (3) 
•… at the end of that enemy’s current/next turn, you may pull them back into your reach. (3) 
•… each of your allies within 10’ regains hit points as if they had Recovered. (4) 

Alternatively, you can choose two of these minor boons, or one of these minor boons and a trigger and 
effect from the above list worth a total of three points. As with the major boons, you can work with the DM 
to design a custom one of these. 
•You don’t provoke attacks of opportunity. 
•You get a +2 bonus to hit with attacks of opportunity. 
•Your reach is increased by 5’. 
•You flank any enemy that’s adjacent to both you and one of your allies. 
•Your pool of actions can’t be reduced or entirely denied. You can enter this stance even if you can’t take 

actions. 
•You can move through occupied spaces, and deal [support] damage to an enemy whose space you move 

through once per turn. 
•You ignore effects that would prevent you from making attacks of opportunity against enemies that started 

their turn adjacent to you. 
•An ally that starts their turn within 15’ of you ignores the first [support] damage they take before the start 

of their next turn. 
•You can move 10’ without provoking attacks of opportunity instead of just 5’ as your turn’s movement. 
•If you would be reduced to 0 or fewer hit points, you can immediately set your hit points to 0, then 

Recover. 



•The area within 10’ of you is difficult terrain for your enemies. 
•You can’t be flanked. 
•You get +1 to hit enemies marked or challenged by you. 
•Your enemies can’t force you to move. 
•When you force an enemy to move, it moves 5’ further. 
•You can fly, but must end your turn on solid ground or fall. 

INVOCATIONS 
Invocations reshape the battle, creating a new threat for your foes to deal with. Often they represent 
summoning effects, but as with other types of technique the player has substantial freedom to define how 
they want their style’s invocations to function. 

Choose one: 
•The invocation effect shares your space and moves with you. 
•The invocation effect occupies and blocks a 5’ space elsewhere, and you can move it instead of yourself 

with your movement. 
•The invocation effect is present everywhere on the battlefield. 

Choose one: 
•The invocation effect has the same defenses as you, and ends if it takes damage equal to half of your hit 

points. 
•Adjacent creatures can interfere with the invocation as a minor action once per turn, making a DC 13 

check with a stat you choose when defining the invocation. Five successful checks ends the invocation. 

Create a standard technique as normal, with two augmentations. As a minor action once on each of your 
turns, you can have your invocation use that technique (with your stats). As a standard action instead, you 
can have your invocation use that technique with a free Martial Die to augment it; it also does so as part of 
the same action you use to invoke it. 

Choose one: 
•The invocation effect can use its technique as an attack of opportunity as well. (You can’t select this ability 

if it’s omnipresent.) 
•As long as the invocation effect is active, you also benefit as if from a battle stance, except you either get 

one minor boon or a three-point trigger + effect combination. 
•Add a third augmentation to the invocation’s technique. 

UTILITY TECHNIQUES 
The following are examples of what your utility techniques can accomplish. You are encouraged to consult 
with your DM to develop different techniques on a similar power level if none of these suit your martial 
style. 

MOBILITY 
You can always… 
•Move 5’ without provoking attacks of opportunity as a minor action. 



•You can stand or run on things too narrow or weak to support you normally. 

Once per short rest you can… 
•Not provoke attacks of opportunity with your movement. 
•Use your movement to let an ally circle around you without provoking attacks of opportunity. 
•Move half your speed as a minor action. 
•Move [support]x5’ without provoking attacks of opportunity after (choose one: you take damage; an 

enemy moves adjacent to you; an enemy misses you with an attack). 
•Move along vertical surfaces as easily as horizontal ones. 
•Teleport 15’ to a place you can see as your movement, and get +2 to all defenses until your next turn. 
•Teleport to swap places with an ally within 50’ as your movement. 
•Teleport 15’ after someone attacks you. 
•Move along water as readily as solid ground. 
•Add 20’ to your speed and ignore difficult terrain this turn. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Teleport up to 30’ as your movement, no line of sight necessary. 
•Teleport up to 50’ to a place you can see as your movement. 
•Move up to twice your speed without provoking attacks of opportunity. 
•Fall any distance safely and land on your feet. 
•Use your minor action to transform yourself, taking half damage from all attacks and gaining the ability to 

fly for 5 minutes or until you transform back, but giving up your standard action each turn. 
•Fly with this turn and next turn’s movement, hovering between turns if needed. 
•Shatter a door or similar barrier with a strike. 

DEFENSE 
Once per short rest you can… 
•Block an attack that would hit an adjacent ally by 4 or less. 
•Block an attack that would hit you by 4 or less, and get +4 to that defense until your next turn. 
•Ignore up to [support]+2 damage from a single attack. 
•Use your minor action to ignore the first 5 damage from each source until your next turn. 
•Use your movement to vanish from reality until the end of your next turn, and use your second wind if you 

haven’t yet this combat. 
•Knock an enemy that attacked you 15’ away. 
•Take half damage from an attack, then teleport up to [support]x10’ away. 
•Not be knocked prone. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Be stunned for 1 round instead of suffering any damage or other effects from an attack. 
•Use a minor action to get 1d6+[support] temporary hit points. 
•Stop an enemy from forcing you to move, and prevent any further such forced movement this combat. 



RESTORATION 
Once per short rest you can… 
•Use a minor action to let one of your allies save against a condition, with a 50% chance to end that 

condition. 
•Use a minor action to let one of your allies Recover. 
•Recover when you defeat an enemy. 
•Diagnose a disease or curse by cursory examination. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Use your action to give one of your allies twice their Recovery value in HP. 
•Use your action to let all your allies recover and regain [support] extra HP. 
•Use a minor action to reset all your allies’ second winds. 
•Use your action to let yourself and each adjacent ally save against every condition, rolling a separate 

50% chance for each condition. 
•Let an ally who would drop to 0 hit points immediately Recover. 
•Drop to [power] HP instead of 0. 
•Use a minor action to Recover and regain +2d6 HP. 

INSIGHT 
You can always… 
•See in total darkness. 
•Know whether you are being watched. 

Once per short rest you can… 
•Let an ally reroll an ability check any of your skills is relevant to. 
•Roll twice and take the higher result when using a specific skill of your choice. 
•Use your minor action to see invisible things this turn. 
•Deal double damage with an attack against an object, or get +5 to a Guts check to destroy one. 
•Hold an object and see visions from its past. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Get +10 to initiative after rolling. 
•Reroll any one die you roll, and keep the better result. 
•Whisper a message to a creature within 100 miles, and hear their whispered response. 
•Get +5 to initiative after rolling, and (choose one: move 15’ immediately; get +2 to your first attack this 

combat; give all your allies +2 to their initiatives). 
•Use your minor action to gain the ability to see in the darkness for 5 minutes. 
•Ignore cover and concealment for the rest of the combat. 
•Determine which of a group of individuals is feeling the strongest guilt. 
•Judge what emotions, principles, or personal connections informed a piece of writing. 



SUPPORT 
Once per short rest you can… 
•Give your turn’s movement to an ally. 
•Give one of your allies +[support] to defenses until your next turn. 
•Use a minor action to summon a 25’ diameter area of cover until the end of your next turn. 
•Use a minor action to give an adjacent ally any number of your Martial Dice. 
•Prevent an ally from provoking an attack of opportunity. 
•Give yourself and each adjacent ally +2 to hit with their next attack. 
•If your [power] stat is Guts, use your minor action to mark each enemy within 15’. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Take a (single-target) attack instead of an adjacent ally. 
•Use a minor action to give yourself and each of your adjacent allies +[support] to damage on all attacks 

for the rest of the combat. 
•Use a minor action to give an ally +10’ speed for the rest of the combat. 
•Use a minor action to let yourself and all your allies move 10’ without provoking attacks of opportunity. 
•Use your movement to teleport all your allies 15’. 
•Use your action to let one of your allies move their speed without provoking attacks of opportunity, then 

ignore 5 damage from each attack before your next turn. 

TRICKERY 
Once per short rest you can… 
•Swap places with an enemy who misses you in melee, and get +2 to hit them with your next attack. 
•Speak loudly enough to be heard clearly within 500’, and get +[support] to any relevant Glory checks. 
•Knock an enemy within 50’, up to 15’ in any direction. 
•Increase your reach by 5’ this turn. 
•Fill the sky with small, colorful explosions, visible 1 mile away by day and 10 miles at night. 

Once per long rest you can… 
•Automatically escape from any restraints as your movement. 
•Use your action to summon fog that blocks vision in up to 200 square feet of area, at minimum 5’ by 40’. 
•Change your appearance and that of your equipment, but not your general build and size, for up to an 

hour. 
•Instantly destroy an enemy Invocation when you hit its invoker with an attack. 
•Use your action to vanish from sight until you attack. 
•Fill a 25’ diameter area with difficult terrain as a minor action. 



ADVENTURE DESIGN 
SEED TABLES 
1D12 ADVENTURE PREMISES 
1—An Outsider industry’s byproducts are harming a nearby village. They’ve hired a clan of martial artists to 
protect their business from bandits. 
2—A caravan brings luxurious birthday gifts from one Outsider high official unfriendly to the martial arts 
community to another. 
3—A group of martial artists conspires to have a community leader disgraced and exiled under false 
pretenses. 
4—A distant Outsider relative’s inn is being menaced by outlaws. 
5—A young royal from an Outsider nation attempts to hide from a war by becoming a disciple of the PCs. 
6—Outsider lords have gone to war against each other, and against convention are trying to draft martial 
artists to fight for them. 
7—A rival martial sect disrupts a mentor’s funeral, unwilling to let death end their grudge. 
8—A martial arts tournament is suspected to be a cover-up for smuggling forbidden magical manuals. 
9—A PC has been cursed, and may have to undergo a journey through strange lands to find a cure. 
10—A gateway leads to a spirit domain dominated by a vindictive witch. 
11—Martial sects are banding together to oppose a sect that has captured and is trying to raise a powerful 
baby monster. 
12—Nature spirits threaten to destroy a town that has been clearcutting nearby forests. 

1D12 MARTIAL SECT GIMMICKS 
1—Disciples disguise as the founder while out on missions. 
2—The sect tames and rides giant insects. 
3—The sect is close friends with the jail-guards of a nearby Outsider town. 
4—The sect has developed and uses a secret weapon that pushes the boundary of risking permanently 
injuring opponents. 
5—The sect is dominated by members of two families scheming against each other for leadership. 
6—The sect’s long-distance running technique makes them the messengers for other groups. 
7—A giant statue of the sect’s founder is rumored to come to life to protect them when needed. 
8—The sect is led by a renowned legal scholar who left their government position in disgrace. 
9—The sect is allied with a powerful spirit or kingdom of spirits. 
10—The sect’s founder is cursed and sealed beneath their compound. 
11—The sect’s compound is built on the largest of a group of rocks floating in the sky. 
12—The sect has no home, its widely-distributed members united only by shared training and ideology. 

1D12 ENVIRONMENTAL DETAILS 
1—Secret lake shaded by cloud-high trees. 
2—Flowering vines cover abandoned weapons on ancient battlefield. 
3—Folded paper dragons circle overhead. 
4—Shimmering crystals jut out from under the roots of a great tree. 
5—Spirits and outlaws talk and laugh together at a roadside food stand. 
6—A marble tower rises magnificently from a maze of brambles. 
7—Ten thousand tiny lanterns illuminate a temple perched on a mountainside. 
8—Rusted airships jerk and sputter across the sky. 



9—Gridlines of trees divide rolling emerald hills into small pastures. 
10—Fishing boats pull into harbor against the setting sun as kites dance above. 
11—A many-storied Outsider teahouse divides visitors by social standing. 
12—Racks of ceremonial weapons adorn palace walls plated in bronze. 

1D12 CHIVALROUS IDEALS 
1—Kindness to the weak. 
2—Justice for the wronged. 
3—Independence and self-reliance. 
4—Loyalty to those who mentored or aided you. 
5—Courage in the face of danger. 
6—Seeking and revealing the truth. 
7—Choosing principle over profit. 
8—Not drawing Outsiders into internal disputes. 
9—Respecting family bonds even of people you don’t otherwise respect. 
10—Avenge slights proportionately. 
11—Your word is your bond. 
12—Respect for the wisdom of elders.


